
 

 

ְבָעה ֶדיהַָָעּמּו ָחְצָבה ֵביָתּה ָבְנָתה ָחְכמֹות      שִׁ  

                                       

 

 



Course Descriptions 

 

Amudim and Yesodot  Dr. Julie Goldstein 

OneָofָtheָcornerstonesָofָAmudim’s educational philosophy is that students should become 

independent learners and that the year in Israel should introduce them to the tools that they will 

needָtoָengageָinָaָlifetimeָofָTorahָstudy,ָlongָafterָtheyָhaveָleftָtheָwallsָofָAmudim’sָBeitָ

Midrash. This class is designed to venture into the realm of sophisticated Talmud Torah by 

directly presenting the variegated methods and approaches available to the modern lamdanit. 

Looking at case studies in Gemara, Tankh and Jewish philosophical and historical texts, this 

class will model and analyze theָapproachesָofָacademia,ָ“lumdus”ָ(specificallyָBrisk),ָ

NechamaָLeibowitz,ָ“TheָGush,”ָtheָphenomenonָoftenָcalledָ“ToratָEretzָYisrael,”ָRashi’sָ

innovations and more, each of which students will encounter and be taught to apply in their other 

classes at Amudim.  

 

Theories of God   Dr. Julie Goldstein 

Does God exist? Is it epistemologically justified to believe that God exists? These two questions 

are addressed in this class through analyses of teleological, cosmological and ontological 

approaches to the existence of God. Examining Jewish and non-Jewish philosophical approaches 

to the topic, students are introduced to arguments based on evidence, the absence of evidence, 

practicality, rationality and faith.  

 

Prayer: Theory and Practice        Dr. Julie Goldstein and Aviva Sterman 

 

What is the goal of prayer? Does God change His mind based on our prayers? What are the 

psychological effects of prayer? Do we really need to use a fixed text in order to speak to our 

Creator? What are the advantages and disadvantages of praying with a group? This class will 

explore different philosophies of prayer, including those of the Rambam, R. J.B. Soloveitchik, R. 

S.R. Hirsch, R. Shagar, Levinas, the Nefesh Hahayim, Heschel, mystic and hasidic masters, and 

postmodern thinkers, placing special emphasis on the connection between prayer and language. 

We will also focus on the practices surrounding prayer and understanding Jewish prayer in 

particular -- the structure and history of the siddur, why Hazal instituted the recitation of the 

daily amida, the useָofָmusicָandָdanceָinָprayer,ָprayerָgroups/tefilahָb’tzibur,ָdressָandָ

accessories during prayer -- and discuss practical tips for cultivating focus during daily Tefillah. 

 

Halakha Morning Seder   R. Yoni Rosensweig 

Why do some people eat hot chicken on Shabbat and some do not?  What is the difference 

between Shabbat makeup and regular makeup? Is it true that you are not allowed to wipe a stain 

off your shirt on Shabbat and Yom Tov? 



At Amudim, morning seder in halakhah will be devoted to the intricate network of legal theories, 

principles, and practices that permeate Jewish life and infuse it with meaning. We will look 

specifically at the laws of Shabbat and Yom Tov, exploring and making sense of the highly 

technical details associated with these days and which render them a centerpiece of the Jewish 

experience. Tracing the halakhah from its Talmudic origin through the rishonim, achronim and 

modern poskim, we will see the halachic process in action as we strive to balance ancient texts 

and modern realities. Along the way, we will come to appreciate the value and beauty of living a 

life of commitment and intricacy.  

 

Gemara Morning Seder  Channa Lockshin Bob 

The Gemara occupies a central place in the Jewish canon; it is "required learning" for an 

educated Jew. In our Gemara class we will explore this fascinating and perplexing text using 

both the traditional methods of a yeshiva Gemara shiur, and additional modern tools that are 

available to us. Traditional methods will include studying Gemara with Rishonim, following the 

development of halakhic issues raised in the Gemara up to halakha le-m’aaseh, and of course 

learning be-chavruta, the challenging and fun method used in Batei Midrash worldwide, which 

allows you to form your own opinions and develop your own skills for a lifetime of learning. 

Modern tools that we will use include tracing the different layers in the development of the 

Gemara text, literary analysis of aggadot, and comparing the Gemara with other Jewish and non-

Jewish texts of that time period. 

We will study Masekhet Avodah Zarah, which raises crucial religious and moral questions 

including how to live as Jews in a largely non-Jewish world, and what we can learn from those 

who we disagree with. The Gemara's views will sometimes shock you, and will always make you 

think. Gemara class is not a spectator sport – be prepared to try new things, push yourself, 

question and debate!   

 

Tanakh Morning Seder      Malka Hubscher 

The Book of Shemot takes us on a transformative journey from slavery in Egypt to an encounter 

with God at Har Sinai to the building of a House for God. Along the way, we witness the ups and 

downs, twists and turns, intrigues, rivalries and epiphanies that contribute to the emergence of 

Am Yisrael as an independent entity with a newfound identity. At the helm stands, of course, 

Moshe Rabbeinu, whose own process of maturation develops alongside his people. In this class, 

we delve into the text and centuries of commentary to follow the parallel trajectories of a nation 

and its leader. Using Sefer Shemot as a springboard to develop and deepen our knowledge of 

trends in Medieval and modern exegesis, we will explore the major ideas, characters, motifs and 

patterns in this foundational sefer and learn valuable lessons about the Torah's notions of 

leadership, law, society, freedom and, ultimately, how it all ties into our relationship with God. 

 



 

Museum Mondays: Texts in Context  Dr. Miryam Brand 

This particularly exciting and innovative Tanakh class will be held each Monday, off-campus, at 

the Bible Lands Museum, where the latest archaeological discoveries will bring Tanakh to life as 

we stand in front of the actual objects described in the text, giving us new perspective and fodder 

for analyzing it. From the Tower of Bavel to Megillat Esther, items on display will spark deep 

discussion about some of our most intriguing texts and concepts, for example, the origins of 

written language, the development of the Hebrew script, the evolving nature of idol worship in 

the Near East and Egypt, notions of the afterlife, the nature of warfare in ancient Israel and its 

environs, royal life in Persia, and much more.  By looking at the Torah within its cultural 

context, we will come to understand the depth of the stories we know and love (and some we are 

less familiar with) and that we frequently take for granted. 

 

Body, Beauty, Gender and Dress  Rab. Shira Zimmerman 

What does it mean to be beautiful and who determines it? What or who determines how people 

dress? In this class, we will consider the historical, psychological, social, political and halakhic 

ramifications of beauty and dress. Placing special emphasis on the Jewish context, our 

discussions will cover issues such as shomer negiah, women's leadership roles and kol Isha, how 

they are connected to gender politics and "tzniut." Ultimately, this shiur aspires to facilitate your 

understanding of what the halacha aspires to and encourages you to effectively articulate your 

ownָstanceָonָJewishָwomen’sָdressָpracticesָandָpersonalָapproachָtoָdress.  

 

Introduction to Hasidic Thought and Practice         R. Dr. Zvi Leshem 

What is Hasidut and who are the Hasidim? How is the Hasidic movement simultaneously so 

radical and conservative? What are the theological and philosophical ideas of Hasidut that have 

inspired masses of Jews for the last 300 years and captivated the hearts of the millennial 

generation? This course examines the teachings, traditions and history of the Hasidic movement. 

Entering theָ world ָ ofָ theָ Ba’al ָ Shem ָ Tov and his followers, including the radicalism of Kotz 

and Ishbitz, mystical spirituality of Reb Nahman of Breslov, influential world of Habad, as well 

as the Tanya, Kedushat Levi, Mei HaShiloach, and the Piaseczner Rebbe, his course will uncover 

the complex values and beliefs of Hasidut when it comes to prayer, contemplation, the role of the 

Tzaddik, dveykut, asceticism, joy and God, as they are conveyed in tales and Hasidic 

scholasticism. Approaching hasidism through its primary texts, we look at the role of women, the 

Holocaust and Zionism, Torah study and music, all the while focusing on historical contexts, 

writing styles and theological approaches, as well as practical advice for serving HaShem. 

 

The main course will be preceded by several sessions on basic concepts in Kabbalah which will 

enable us to better understand the Hasidic texts. We will always attempt to understand how we 

can integrate this deep and inspiring Torah into our own lives. 



Hot-Button Halacha   Shonny Solow 

Technology, copyright laws, organ donation, gun-control,ָinfertility,ָsurrogacy,ָ“half-Shabbos,”ָ

agunot, assisted death, cochlear implants in mitzva performance, digital sifrei kodesh—the world 

changes every minute and scenarios unimaginable by the rabbis of the Talmud or Shulchan 

Arukh arise all the time.  In this class, we will examine how halacha keeps pace with modern 

society, addressing both practical aspects of living life as a contemporary Jew (eg. downloading 

music or forwarding emails without permission, texting on Shabbat, reading WikiLeaks, 

redeemingָkidnappedָIDFָsoldiersָetc)ָandָJudaism’sָencounterָwithָnewָsetsָofָvaluesָthatָ

emerge over time. Together, we will look at the most relevant, fascinating, and controversial 

questions of living a Torah life in the 21st century. 

 

Ramban Classic Hits: Perush and Metholodogy       Rachel Hershberg 

 

Through intensive focus on selections of the his perush on the Torah, we will learn the Ramban's 

particular orientation, approach, and style as both a Jewish philosopher and Biblical 

commentator. Primarily, we will gain deeper immersion in the worldview of the Humash itself 

through the eyes of this giant. We will also address topics such as his approach to Midrashim, his 

relationship to Rashi and Ibn Ezra's commentaries, his great philosophical disputes with other 

Jewish philosophers, and his approach towards science. We will also stress building skills in 

independent learning. 
 

 

Rabbis Respond to Reality: Contemporary Poskim & their Sh"uT    Dr. Hannah Hashkes 

 

The century has posed a variety of new definitions of and relationships to concepts like 

“community,’ָ“authority,”ָ“tradition,”ָ“spirituality”ָandָ“truth.”ָThisָcourseָhighlightsָtheָwaysָ

in which new definitions and relationships have factored into and impacted the process of pesikat 

halakhahָ(halakhicָruling)ָinָourָage.ָTracingָtheָhalakhicָanswersָ(knownָasָshe’elotָu-

teshivot or responsa literature) of central poskim of our generation, such as R. Moshe Feinstein, 

R. Shlomo Zlaman Auberbach, R. Yosef  Dov Halevi Soloveitchik, R. Ovadia Yosef, R. Aharon 

Lichtenstein and others, this class uncovers how the poskim have handled and continue to deal 

with ostensible tensions between halakha and modern life, including challenges to rabbinic 

authority, the growing sense of individuality, and participation in the global community. Looking 

deeply into rabbinic texts on topics concerning women, niddah, tzniut, women's Torah learning, 

and sexuality, students will, along the way, develop the skills necessary in navigating responsa 

literature. 

 

 

Gemara for Thinkers/Thinking for Gemara  R. Dr. Darrell Ginsberg 

These companion courses train students to uncover the universal tools of logic embedded in the 

Gemara’s rhetoric,ָanalysesָandָdialectics.ָStudentsָcomeָtoָunderstandָtheָGemara’sָ

methodology, learn how to ask the correct questions, organize the various arguments, derive a 

sevara, and ultimately approach any area of knowledge in an intelligent manner. 



 

Midrash Agnon  R. Jeffrey Saks 

S.Y.ָAgnon,ָHebrewָliterature’sָonlyָNobelָwinner,ָabsorbedָtheָentiretyָofָtheָBeitָMidrash,ָ

its books and ethos, distilling millennia of Jewish sources and pouring them into the mold of 

modern literature—what Rav KookָdescribedָpoeticallyָasָAgnon’sָ“authenticָJewish/Hebrewָ

writing,ָflowingָthroughָtheָdivineָchannelsָwithָnoָbarrier.”ָInָthisָcourse, we will read a wide 

varietyָofָAgnon’sָshortָstoriesָ(inָEnglishָtranslation,ָwithָHebrewָtextsָavailableָforָthose 

who will brave them), pulling apart the sources on which he drew, to explore the relationship 

between text and the master-texts he mined in his writing. Along the way we will consider the 

major themes he explored: The relationships between tradition and modernity, Eretz Yisrael and 

the Diaspora, and the pull that the past exerts upon the present. Also: What is the role of 

literature and reading in the life of a thinking, religious Jew? 

 

The Teachings and Thought of R. Tzadok HaKohen of Lublin  R. Dr. Eliezer Shore 

Reb Tzadok HaKohen of Lublin was one of the most profound, original, and prolific thinkers of 

the late hasidic movement. His writings cover a vast array of topics and bring deep insights into 

every facet of Torah and Jewish life. R. Dessler called him the bridge between Hasidism and 

Mussar. The brilliant, analytic precision of his Lithuanian upbringing combined with the radical 

hasidic teachings of his teacher, R. Mordechai Lainer of Izhbitz, result in a deep, text-based 

Hasidut, which revealsָhowָtheָBaalָShemָTov’sָteachingsָcanָbeָuncoveredָinָtheָwritingsָofָ

hazal themselves. His teachings are exciting, eye-opening and controversial. This class examines 

aָnumberָofָtheָmajorָthemesָofָRebָTzadok’sָthought,ָasָwellָasָhisָhermeneuticalָmethod. 

 

Judaism: The Masterclass  R. Jon Duker 

There are many aspects of Judaism and Jewish life rarely described or discussed in a typical day 

school setting that any literate member of the Jewish community should know about. In order for 

you to be able to be conversant in these areas, crystallize your own thoughts, take your thinking 

to the next level, and discuss Jewish ideas and values in a highly developed way, from a position 

of erudition and sophistication, this course provides an understanding of the most important 

religious figures, movements, belief systems, labels, writings and political parties impacting 

Jewish thought and culture today. Together, we will get to know the difference between 

Religious Zionism as taught by Rav TY Kook as opposed to Rav Soloveichik, what we mean 

when we talk about haredim, the difference between  Reform and Conservative, Conservative 

and Modern Orthodox, Litvaks and Hassidim, Sephardim who follow the teachings  of Rav 

Ovadia Yosef and those who follow Rav Mordecai Eliyahu,  Theָapproachָtoָwomen’sָworship,ָ

study, and observance in the psak of Rav Moshe Feinstein in contrast to those expressed by Rav 

Yehuda Herzl Henkin; The role of Mashiach in the teachings of the Lubavitcher Rebbe in 

contrast with those of Religious Zionism, and how all these groups and thinkers confront the new 

questions of kibbutz galiyot and the State of Israel. 



What We Talk About When We Talk About Rambam  R. Aaron Adler 

The Rambam is possibly the most foundational and controversial Jewish thinker in history. This 

classָwillָsurveyָsomeָofָtheָRambam’sָmostָimportantָwritingsָandָideas,ָincludingָtheָ

halachic codification of the Mishneh Torah, philosophical ruminations of the Moreh Nevukhim, 

his seminal introductions to Mishnah, Pirkei Avot and the 613 mitzvot, and his famous letters, 

which show how he was simultaneously a rigorous scholar and a sensitive community leader. 

Various approaches to the full comprehension of Rambam, adopted by the medieval and more 

modern Torah giants, are thoroughly analyzed. The academic textual/critical method is also 

examined as a tool to determine what exactly did Rambam say as a necessary prerequisite to 

understanding what Rambam meant. 

 

Israel and the Mid-East Conflict Matthew Lipman 

This course provides an in-depth understanding of the Zionist narrative and how it conflicts with 

the Palestinian narrative. Topics covered throughout the course include Jerusalem, Palestinian 

refugees, settlements, border disputes, security concerns and the struggle for peace. By 

addressing these complex issues head on, students will gain the knowledge to effectively 

articulate an informed position regarding one of the longest running modern conflicts. 

 

Hilutz Atzamot  Tova Eastman 

AsָpartָofָAmudim’sָgoalָtoָfosterָhealthyָmind,ָbody and spirit, Tuesday morning Hilutz 

Atzamot sessions will take you out of the Beit Midrash and into the studio to work on toning, 

cardio, strength, and agility training, and offer boot camps and classes in Zumba, HIIT (High 

Intensity Interval Training) and other combinations of exercise of your choice. With her friendly, 

energetic, encouraging, and goal-oriented style of training, the instructor will push you to 

discover and work to your potential without going past your maximum limits of exertion and will 

helpָyouָtoָ“ThinkָHigher”ָinָeveryָaspectָofָtheirָAmudimָexperience.  

 

Safrut Seminar  R. Dov Laimon 

In what is once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, our students study the halakhot and art of safrut with a 

professional sofer stam, together with whom that take part in writing a Megillat Esther. 

 

Week-in-Review  Channah Lockshin Bob 

This special hour is geared toward reflection upon texts, concepts, arguments, and ideas that 

students have encountered over the course of their week at Amudim. This time allows students to 

consider and articulate which ideas spoke to them, their personal positions on matters, and how 



the disparate aspects of their learning fit into the larger tapestry of their intellectual and spiritual 

Jewish identities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Midrasha at Bar-Ilan 

On Tuesdays, we study in the largest Beit Midrash for women in the world, the Midrasha at Bar-Ilan, where 

leading scholars and rabbis blend traditional Talmud Torah with modern scholarship. 

 

12 pm Slot 

1. Aggadot of Hazal     R. Ari Kahn 

2. Hilkhot Shabbat     Dr. Merav Tubul Kahana 

 

2 pm Slot 

3. Gemara, Pesahim Chapt. 10   Dr. Merav Tubul Kahana 

4. Man and Woman in Sefer Bereshit  Yael Shlosberg 

 

4 pm  

History of Halakha  R. Dr. Jeffrey Woolf 

Halacha is the means by which theָJewָactualizesָGod’sָcommandments.ָHalachaָisָaָveryָdynamicָprocess,ָ

unfolding over time, which strikes a careful and delicate balance between the Timeless and the Timely, Personal 

and the National. In this course, we will examine just how the halachic process works by tracing the history of 

Halakhot of different weight such as Conversion, Stam Yeinam, Pruzbul, Kisui Rosh (for men and women), from 

their origins in biblical and ancient sources to iterations of the halacha in texts of ahronim and contemporary 

rabbis. We will come to understand how halacha works. Along the way, we will encounter the historical lives and 

major works of the great Rabbinic Figures of the past, both Ashkenazic and Sephardic.   

 



Probable Second Semester Courses 

 

The [Not Always] Secret Lives of Jewish Women  Dr. Julie Goldstein 

Surveying a wide range of halakhic, midrashic and folkloric Jewish literature, this course 

examines the role and inner worlds of Jewish women throughout history (in the home, on the 

education front, synagogue, economically) and during times of crisis. 

 

The Akedah through the Ages Dr. Julie Goldstein 

In this class, we will examine Jewish (and occasionally Christian and Muslim) portrayals of the 

biblical narrative of the Binding of Isaac from antiquity to the modern period, analyzing 

Talmudic, midrashic and later exegetical sources, addressing the philosophical and ethical 

conundrums associated with the narrative and emphasizing the interplay between gender, 

sonship, and sacrifice within Jewish culture and inter-religious polemics. 

 

Quandaries, Queries and Conundra: A Philosophical Forum  Dr. Julie Goldstein 

Manyָtermsָthatָareָusedָcolloquially,ָsuchָasָ“TheָWorldָtoָCome”ָorָ“TheָSoul”ָareָdifficultָ

to comprehend, especially in a world invested in empirical study. Taking on topics such as free 

will, Torah mi-Sinai, faith versus reason and other fundamentals, we will study both the works of 

the great Jewish philosophers as well non-Jewish contributors to the field. You will leave with a 

firmer understanding of the philosophical issues, as well as a strong foundation in logical 

thinking. 

 

Politics and Religion in the Book of Yirmiyahu   Dr. Avigail Rock 

The book of Yirmiyahu is one of the most tragic in Tanakh. As a prophet who foresees the 

impending disaster of the Hurban and who is tasked by God with bringing that message to the 

people, Yirmiyahu faced constant opposition, and even oppression, from both the leadership and 

the common people who refused to heed his warnings. Through deep analysis of the text and 

utilizing the fascinating archeological findings of the past 120 years, we will look at the politics 

and theology of the book of Yirmiyahu, exploring themes of suffering, betrayal, fidelity to truth, 

judgment, and compassion, and ascertaining what it means to be a messenger of God in a time of 

crisis.  

 

Parsha Pillars  Aviva Sterman 

For hundreds of years, Jews around the world have read the parshat hashavua each week 

together, making the parsha an essential piece of Jewish learning. In this class, we will explore 

one central story or text from each parsha and discuss the various approaches scholars have taken 



to the text over time. How have different people in different contexts seen the text in different 

ways? We will look at classical parshanim, midrashim, and modern scholarship. We will also 

discuss what the messages in the parsha can still can teach us in 2019. 

 

The Lonely Man of Faith and Thought of R. J.B. Soloveitchik  R. Jeffrey Saks 

Is mankind meant to master its surrounding or submit passively to God? What is the place of 

Jewish faith in the modern world? How does modernity pose a challenge to religious life? What 

is the viability of forming community today? These questions stand at the center of Rabbi 

Soloveitchik’sָmasterfulָ"TheָLonelyָManָofָFaith"ָandָweָexplore them as we make a close 

reading of the essay and exploration of the sources on which the Rav zt"l drew in composing one 

of the 20th century’sָmostָsignificantָtreatmentsָofָreligious philosophy and Jewish faith. 

 

Mussar for Moderns  TBD 

Mussar stands at the junction of philosophy, psychology, ethics and spiritual self-improvement. 

With an eye towards understanding of mussar literature and its significance, as well as personal 

introspection and self-awareness, this class introduces students to the variety of writings and 

practices that lay at the roots and center of the “philosophyָofָtheָself,”ָknownָasָtheָMussar 

movement.   

 

Midrash: Method and Meaning  Rachel Hershberg 

A midrash class at Amudim gets to the heart of what a midrash is and what it seeks to 

accomplish. This class trains you to identify the problem in a pasuk that generated the midrash, 

compare versions of a particular midrash, trace a certain midrashic tradition, ascertain how the 

problems in one version may be resolved in another, describe the exegetical techniques used by 

the midrashist and, perhaps above all, discern the core message of the midrash.  

 

Build-A-Shiur-Workshop  R. Joshua Yuter 

There are few greater privileges than being able to teach Torah to other people. The Build-A-

Shiur Workshop is designed to help you communicate more effectively and actually deliver 

shiurim yourself. Together, we will work on developing skills for preparation, presentation, and 

managing one's mindset throughout the shiur-building and presentation process. By the end of 

the Workshop, you will understand the anatomy of a shiur, how mekorot work together to 

illuminate a subject, and how to connect with the seekers of Torah who may want to attend a 

shiur. 

 

Shiur-by-a-Peer  Students 



As a follow-up to the Build-A-Shiur Workshop, this is where students display their prowess by 

giving shiurim al throughout the night on Shavuot.   

 

College Prep  R. Jonathan Duker 

An open and frank discussion of halachic, social and ideological issues facing Jewish students on 

the college campus. Topics include living with non-Jews, kashrut and Shabbat on campus, 

collegiate social life, inter-denominational relations and Judaic studies at university.  

 

 

 


